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Abstract
A future lepton collider, such as the proposed CLIC or ILC, would allow to study top quark
properties with unprecedented precision. In this paper, we present a method to reconstruct
the tt¯ decay in the dilepton channel at future e+e− colliders. We derive a simple, closed
analytical expression for the neutrino four-momenta as a function of the W boson mass and
develop a maximization procedure to find the optimal solution for the reconstruction of the
full tt¯ event. We show that our method is able to reconstruct neutrino four-momenta with
an error of less than 2 % in 60 % of the times. Finally, we test the performance of this
reconstruction method in the calculation of the helicity fractions of the W boson. A precise
measurement of these observables could be used to probe new physics effects in the Wtb
vertex. We find that, from a large tt¯ sample, our reconstruction method allows to calculate
these observables with an accuracy better than 1 %.
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1 Introduction
The top quark, being the heaviest fermion, plays a special role in the Standard Model (SM).
Loops involving the top quark are crucial in electroweak physics, providing sizeable contributions
to electroweak precision observables. They also induce the dominant Higgs production mecha-
nism at hadron colliders and shape the clean Higgs diphoton decay mode. The next generation of
e+e− colliders will offer a great opportunity to study top quark properties with unprecedented
precision. In particular, the proposed Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) [1] and International
Linear Collider (ILC) [2] would allow to make high-precision measurements of the top quark
mass, its decay products and polarization, and potentially observe signals of new physics (NP)
that may couple to top quarks [3–7].
In order to perform such measurements, one needs to reconstruct the top quark from its
decay products accurately and efficiently. The e+e− → tt¯ production process, with the top
quarks decaying to a W boson and a bottom quark, has a significant cross section above the
tt¯ production threshold [6]. Although the dilepton channel, where the two W bosons decay to
leptons is cleaner than the hadronic channel, the neutrino reconstruction can be challenging. In
hadronic colliders, including the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and Tevatron, several kinematic
reconstruction algorithms such as the Neutrino Weighting [8] and Matrix Element Weighting [9]
methods have been used with success by the different collaborations (ATLAS [10], CDF [11] ,
CMS [12,13], D0 [14,15]).
In this work, we develop a new approach to perform the analytical reconstruction of top quark
pairs decaying in the dilepton channel at CLIC and ILC. Imposing energy-momentum conser-
vation is not enough to fix the two neutrino three-momenta, so an educated ansatz is needed to
set the two remaining parameters. First, we solve these conservation equations assuming that
the W bosons produced in the decay of the top quarks are on-shell and their masses are fixed
to the pole value, providing a simple analytical solution (Method I). After that, we introduce
a weight function proportional to the top quark and W boson propagators (and therefore the
amplitude for the process) to improve the reconstruction, allowing for the reconstructed top and
W masses to vary (Method II). We find that both methods provide highly accurate results for
the reconstruction. In particular, Method I has the advantage of being computationally very
fast, while Method II provides an extremely precise reconstruction of the event, at the cost of
being computationally slower.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we explicitly solve the system of kinematical
equations analytically for the studied process and present Method I, with the goal of reconstruct-
ing the full tt¯ event. After that, we develop an improved version of the reconstruction, Method
II, and analyse the performance of both approaches in Section 3. Later, as an application, we
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show how these techniques can be used for measuring the W boson polarization, and therefore,
to probe new physics involving the Wtb coupling. Finally, we present the conclusions of this
work in Section 5.
2 Method I: On-shell reconstruction
In this section we solve the kinematic equations of the tt¯ decay in the dilepton channel, assuming
that the W bosons that mediate the decay are on-shell. We derive a simple analytical expres-
sion for the neutrino four-momentum and, therefore, reconstruct the full event. Note that the
reconstruction in e+e− colliders is, a priori, more accurate than in hadronic colliders3, where the
energy and momentum of the initial state are unknown and therefore extra assumptions (such
as on-shellness of t, t¯ quarks) must be made.
We will denote by P = (E, ~p ) the different four-momenta and by pi the individual compo-
nents of ~p, the spatial three-momentum. To begin with, we can write the energy-momentum
conservation equation as
Pj1 + Pj2 + Pν + Pν¯ + Pl + Pl¯ = P0 , (2.1)
where j1,2 stand for the two jets of the event and P0 = (
√
s, 0, 0, 0). The neutrino and anti-
neutrino on-shell conditions are given by the following equations
P 2ν = 0 ,
P 2ν¯ = (P0 − Pν − Pl − Pl¯ − Pj1 − Pj2)2 = 0 . (2.2)
Two more equations are needed to fully reconstruct Pν . If we assume that the W
± bosons are
on-shell, their pole masses can be used as a constraint
(Pν + Pl¯)
2 = m2W+ ,
(P0 − Pν − Pl¯ − Pj1 − Pj2)2 = m2W− . (2.3)
Thus, we have a system of four quadratic equations, (2.2), (2.3); and four variables, (Eν , ~pν).
Now we can greatly simplify this system of equations and derive a set of linear equations in piν
by considering the equivalent system of equations
P 2ν − P 2W+ = −m2W+ ,
P 2ν¯ − P 2W− = −m2W− ,
P 2W+ − P 2W− = m2W+ −m2W− ,
P 2ν = 0 . (2.4)
3An analytical solution to the kinematic equations was provided in [16]. For a previous, geometrical method
see [17,18].
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Thus, for the first 3 equations in system (2.4) we obtain the matrix equation
2Kijp
j
ν = Eνa
j + bj , (2.5)
with
K =
 p
1
l¯
p2
l¯
p3
l¯
p1l p
2
l p
3
l
p1j1 + p
1
j2
p2j1 + p
2
j2
p3j1 + p
3
j2
 , (2.6)
a = 2
 El¯El
E1j1 + E
1
j2
−√s
 , b =
 Pl¯ · Pl¯ −m
2
W+
Pl · (Pl + 2(Pl¯ + Pj1 + Pj2 − P0)) +m2W−
(Pj1 + Pj2 − P0) · (2Pl¯ + Pj1 + Pj2 − P0) +m2W+ −m2W−
 .
(2.7)
In this way, solving eq. (2.5) for the individual spatial components of the neutrino three-
momentum we find
piν = Eνα
i + βi , (2.8)
with αi = 12K
−1
ij a
j , βi = 12K
−1
ij b
j . Note that only the components βi depend on mW± . Using
eq. (2.8) we can rewrite the neutrino four-momentum as
Pν = (Eν , p
i
ν) = (Eν , Eνα
i + βi) , (2.9)
and use the last equation of system (2.4) to derive the following quadratic equation in Eν
E2ν(1− ~α 2)− 2Eν(~α · ~β)− ~β 2 = 0 , (2.10)
which yields two solutions
E±ν =
~α · ~β ±
√
(~α · ~β)2 + (1− ~α 2)~β 2
1− ~α 2 . (2.11)
Finally, using eq. (2.8) we find that the neutrino momentum is given by
P±ν = (E
±
ν , E
±
ν α
i + βi) , (2.12)
with Eν calculated in eq. (2.11).
In the reconstruction of the t, t¯ four-momenta there are two combinatorial ambiguities, com-
ing from the two possible jet assignments for the b and b¯ quarks and the two signs in eq. (2.11),
that lead to four possible reconstructions. As a consequence, one must choose a criteria to define
the best reconstruction. Following the steps of [19], where a numerical reconstruction algorithm
is presented, we evaluate the χ2 function
χ2 =
(mT −mt)2
Γ2t
+
(mT¯ −mt)2
Γ2t
, (2.13)
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for the four cases and take the reconstruction that provides the lowest χ2 value. In the above
definition, we denote the reconstructed top masses by mT,T¯ and the pole masses by mt.
In order to check the quality and efficiency of this method, we performed a Monte Carlo simu-
lation to generate one million samples of tt¯ pairs at leading order using MadGraph5 aMC@NLO 2.6.3
[20]. The samples were generated at partonic level using the decay-chain syntax, at a center of
mass energy of 1 TeV. We remark that the goal of this study is to prove the validity and effi-
ciency of this reconstruction method. Therefore, the analysis of any potential effects from the
parton shower and detector simulation are beyond the scope of this work and left for future
studies. Since the reconstruction algorithm is based on simple analytical functions it is fast and
easy to implement. For reference, the analysis of the full sample of one million events only took
20 minutes on a laptop with an Intel i7-7700HQ CPU and 8 GB of RAM.
The outcome of the reconstruction for the neutrino and top quark momenta is presented in
Fig. 1. In order enable direct comparison to previous works, we show our results in the same
format as [19] to show the neutrino momentum reconstruction in the transverse (pT ) and parallel
(pz) components in the upper panels. Following the steps of [19], we evaluate the quality of the
reconstruction by measuring the correlation between the simulated and reconstructed neutrino
four-momenta. As can be seen in this figure, the correlation is above 0.99 in both cases. On the
other hand, the results for the top quark reconstruction are shown in the lower panels. The events
that lie in the diagonal band that runs from the upper left to the lower right of the figure, where
the reconstructed pz seems to have the wrong sign, correspond to an incorrect identification of
the b and b¯ jets [19]. However, using our analytical reconstruction method the ratio of events
that are misidentified is reduced to only 0.006%. Finally, note that in this case the correlation
between both sets of data is ∼ 0.998, even higher than for the neutrino case. The reason for
this is that the magnitude of the top quark momentum is larger than the neutrino momentum,
leading to a smaller relative error. In the next section we will introduce another complementary,
but more intuitive and accurate way to measure the quality of the event reconstruction. The
reconstruction of the neutrino momentum leads to (unphysical) imaginary solutions in 11% of
the cases, as found in [19]. In these events, at least one of the W bosons has an invariant mass
larger than the one fixed in the reconstruction.
In order to further evaluate the performance of this method, it is interesting to compare
our results with those of previous works. In particular, a significant improvement is observed
by looking at Figs. 5-7 from ref. [19]. This is clearly confirmed by comparing the correlation
between the simulated and reconstructed (pT , pz) values in both analysis, which are shown in
Table 1. Since the error in the correlation coefficient is O(2), where  is the relative error in
the reconstruction, our method improves the reconstruction error by a factor 2− 3. The reason
is that in our calculations we end up with a quadratic equations, while ref. [19] deals with a
fourth-order polynomial equation that is solved using approximate functions.
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Figure 1: Transverse (left) and longitudinal (right) components of the simulated neutrino (top
panels) and top quarks (lower panels) spatial three-momenta as a function of the reconstructed
momenta for a sample of 106 events using Method I. The correlation between the simulated and
reconstructed data is shown in every figure title.
Neutrino Top quark
This work (0.994, 0.991) (0.996, 0.998)
Reference [19] (0.967, 0.942) (0.974, 0.984)
Table 1: Correlation between the simulated and reconstructed (pT , pz) values in our analysis and
ref. [19].
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3 Method II: Improved event reconstruction
In the previous section assuming that the W± bosons were on-shell and constrained their masses
to a fixed value. By doing this, we obtained two extra equations, we were able to fully reconstruct
the neutrino and antineutrino four-momenta. This assumption is motivated by the narrow width
approximation, ΓW → 0 in the W-propagators
1
(P 2 −m2W )2 +m2WΓ2W
→ pi
mWΓW
δ(P 2 −m2W ) . (3.1)
While this approach has proven to be useful, its validity has certain limitations, as evidenced by
the prediction of unphysical (imaginary) solutions for the neutrino four-momentum for a fraction
(∼ 11%) of the events.
In this section, we develop a method to improve the reconstruction of the full event without
relying on the assumption that the W bosons have to be on-shell. Since our goal is to reconstruct
the full tt¯ events in the dileptonic channel, we also allow for the top quarks to be off-shell and
analyse how this affects the reconstruction.
We remind the reader that we are reconstructing the events by using analytical expressions.
Therefore, if we had truth-level information about the values of (mW+ ,mW−) then the recon-
struction would be exact, up to the combinatorial ambiguities and experimental errors. In the
absence of additional information (e.g. polarization of initial and final states), the optimal mW±
values to reconstruct the event for a particular set of measured momenta (Pl, Pl¯, Pj1 , Pj2) are the
ones that maximise the probability of measuring these values. Since this probability depends
on the squared amplitude for the process, we suggest to use the following function in order to
calculate the optimal mW± values to perform the reconstruction
K(mW+ ,mW−) =
1
(m2T −m2t )2 + (Γtmt)2
1
(m2
T¯
−m2t )2 + (Γtmt)2
N+
(m2
W+
−m2W )2 + (ΓWmW )2
N−
(m2
W− −m2W )2 + (ΓWmW )2
, (3.2)
where mT,T¯ and mW± are the reconstructed masses of the top quarks and W bosons, respectively,
and mt and mW denote their pole masses. The factors N
+ and N− are given by
N+ = (Pb¯ · Pν¯)(Pt¯ · Pl) , N− = (Pb · Pν)(Pt · Pl¯) , (3.3)
and only appear when summing over the spins of the final-state leptons, b and b¯ quarks produced
by the t and t¯ decays in the decay chain approximation [21]. Note that besides the explicit
depence on (mW+ ,mW−) in the function K, there is also an implicit dependence on these masses
in mT,T¯ = mT,T¯ (mW+ ,mW−), as Pν,ν¯ = Pν,ν¯(mW+ ,mW−).
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In the previous section we found that the reconstruction of the neutrino momentum is not
unique. More concretely, there are four possible reconstructions due to the combinatorial ambi-
guities in the sign choice in eq. (2.11) and the two jet-assignments for the b and b¯ quarks. In the
improved reconstruction method presented in this section, the optimal reconstruction is defined
as the one that maximises the function K(mW+ ,mW−) introduced in eq. (3.2).
It is worth mentioning that using top quark parameters (mass and width) to optimize the
event reconstruction is consistent, since we are not aiming to evaluate these parameters but to
reconstruct the kinematics of the full event. In fact, both the mass and the decay width will be
measured with great accuracy in a future e+e− collider [3–7] operating at the top quark pair-
production threshold around 350 GeV. However, our technique could be applied to the study of
observables related to the polarization of the top quark, the W boson or the Wtb vertex [22–24],
which we will explore in detail in Section 4. The approach followed here is inspired by the Matrix
Element Method [9, 25, 26], which was originally developed to determine dynamical parameters
such as masses or decay widths from measured quantities taking uncertainties into account. In
this work we are interested in reconstructing the event kinematics rather than extracting these
parameters, and we use the amplitude for the process to weight different W± invariant mass
assumptions.
Figure 2: On the left, we show the difference between the reconstructed and true W± masses,
mrecW −mW , for the two reconstruction methods. On the right, we do the same for the top quarks.
The algorithm we used to implement the method presented in this section works as follows.
First, we calculate the value of the function K(mW+ ,mW−) introduced in eq. (3.2) for the
four possible reconstructions using mW± = 80.4 GeV. If this value leads to an unphysical
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reconstruction in (2.11), we search for the values of the masses that bring the discriminant to
the positive region using a gradient descent algorithm with ADAM adaptative stepsize [27].
Then we pick the solution with the smallest value as the correct physical reconstruction, and
look for the absolute maximum of the function K(mW+ ,mW−) to find the optimal values of
the masses for the reconstruction. If the second solution is less than 5 times larger than the
first solution4, both are maximised and the one giving the largest value for K is kept as the
optimal reconstruction. Note that the function K has at least 8 maxima that correspond to
the combinations of the poles in the denominators. Therefore, we use the differential evolution
algorithm [28], as implemented in the Optimize package of the SciPy library [29], to search for
the absolute maximum of K. Even though we are able to reconstruct most of the 11% of the
events with a negative discriminant, the quality of the reconstruction for these events is slightly
reduced due to the maximization procedure. For this reason, we decided to obtain the most
precise reconstruction and thus only present results for events with a positive discriminant. The
code used to analyse the data can be found in this GitHub repository5.
We now present our results for the reconstruction of the events using the improved Method
II. First, we show the difference between the reconstructed and true masses for the W bosons and
top quarks in Figure 2. Interestingly, we can observe that Method II significantly outperforms
Method I in the reconstruction of the W boson masses and, as a consequence, in the top quark
masses. In Figure 3 we compare again the reconstructed neutrino and top quark momenta
with the truth-level information from the simulated events. It is apparent that there is a slight
improvement with respect to Method I, as confirmed by the correlation coefficient given at the
top of each figure. However, since the relative error is small in both methods this variable is not
the best to compare the quality of the two methods. For this reason, we introduce a different
performance metric in Fig. 4, the error  = |~prec− ~ptruth|/|~ptruth|. Using this performance metric
we see again that Method II considerably outperforms Method I, and we show the performance
of both methods under this quantity in Table 2. In particular, while both methods perform
well for  < 10%, specially for the top quark reconstruction, Method II performs much better
for  < 5% and provides an excellent reconstruction for top quarks in 87% of the events, with
an error of less than 2%.
4This parameter has been fixed to an optimal value.
5https://github.com/pmramiro/tt−reconstruction
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Figure 3: Transverse (left) and longitudinal (right) components of the simulated neutrino (top
panels) and top quarks (lower panels) spatial three-momenta as a function of the reconstructed
momenta for a sample of 106 events using Method II. The correlation between the simulated and
reconstructed data is shown in every figure title.
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Reconstruction  < 1%  < 2%  < 5%  < 10%
Neutrino
Method I 19% 37% 62% 78%
Method II 38% 59% 80% 89%
Top quark
Method I 52% 71% 88% 95%
Method II 74% 87% 95% 98%
Table 2: Reconstruction error  for Method I and II for neutrinos and top quarks. Columns third
to sixth show the percentage of events reconstructed with and error  < 1, 2, 5, 10 %, respectively.
Figure 4: Quality of neutrino and top quark reconstructions for Method I and II. In each figure,
x denotes the fraction of events with a reconstruction error of less than x%. Method II gives a
substantial improvement in the reconstruction error compared to Method I.
4 Application: Helicity fractions of the W bosons from top
quark decays
In the previous sections we developed two methods to perform an analytical reconstruction of the
tt¯ pair in the dilepton channel. We demonstrated that both techniques can be used to achieve
an accurate reconstruction. In this section, we apply these reconstruction methods to extract
the decay rates of (unpolarized) top quarks into longitudinally and transversally polarized W
bosons. A precise measurement of these observables could be used to probe new physics effects
in the Wtb vertex.
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The helicity fractions of the W boson can be studied through the analysis of the angular
distribution of the top quark decay products in the leptonic channel. Let θ∗ be the angle between
the direction of the charged lepton arising from the W boson decay and the reversed direction
of the the top quark, both in the rest frame of the W boson. The normalized differential decay
rate for unpolarised top quarks can be written as
1
Γ
dΓ
d cos θ∗
=
3
4
(
1− cos2 θ∗)F0 + 3
8
(1− cos θ∗)2 FL + 3
8
(1 + cos θ∗)2 FR , (4.1)
where Fi denote the helicity fractions, and F0+FL+FR = 1. At leading order, the SM prediction
in the mb = 0 limit only depends on mW /mt. In particular, FR = 0 vanishes due to the V − A
structure of the Wtb vertex. However, there are many new physics models that could modify
this vertex, inducing anomalous top couplings.
Figure 5: Distribution of cos θ∗ from Monte Carlo data and from Method I & Method II recon-
structions.
In Figure 5, we show results for the angular distribution presented in eq. (4.1) using the
two reconstruction methods developed in this work. After reconstructing all the events, we
binned data and calculated the helicity fractions by doing a 3-parameter fit to the distribution
from eq. (4.1). The statistical error was estimated assuming that the data are sampled from
a Gaussian distribution. We checked that taking different bin sizes does not significantly affect
the fit result. From Fig. 3, it is clear that both Method I and II provide a precise prediction for
the helicity fractions, as was expected given the high accuracy of the neutrino four-momentum
reconstruction.
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F0 FL FR
Monte Carlo data 0.702± 0.001 0.299± 0.001 −0.002± 0.0003
Method I 0.672± 0.002 0.312± 0.001 0.015± 0.001
Method II 0.699± 0.001 0.302± 0.001 −0.002± 0.0003
SM LO 0.698 0.302 0.000
SM NNLO QCD 0.687± 0.005 0.311± 0.005 0.0017± 0.0001
ATLAS & CMS 0.695± 0.032 0.311± 0.022 −0.006± 0.020
Table 3: Helicity fractions calculated using truth level information (i.e. Monte Carlo simulation),
Method I and II, SM prediction and the combined ATLAS and CMS results.
Detailed results are given in Table 3. In particular, the helicity fractions computed using
reconstruction Method II are consistent with the calculation using the truth-level information
from the Monte Carlo simulation. For comparison, we also show the helicity fractions from the
tree level SM prediction using the (mt,mW ,mb) input values from the Monte Carlo data. In the
narrow width approximation, the helicity fractions extracted from the LO Monte Carlo simula-
tion should approach the tree level SM prediction, as reflected in Table 3. For completeness, we
also include the combined experimental results obtained by ATLAS and CMS [30, 31] and the
NNLO SM prediction [32,33].
Finally, it is worth mentioning that we do not expect large systematic errors coming from the
reconstruction at partonic level. However, one might expect sizeable systematic uncertainties
once detector effects are included, whose impact will be studied in detail in future works.
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5 Conclusions
One of the main goals of a future e+e− collider is the study of top quark properties [5, 6]. The
physics program of both CLIC and ILC includes precision measurements of the top quark mass,
its electroweak and Yukawa couplings, anomalous couplings, polarization, and its potential inter-
actions with new physics particles. In order to perform such measurements, the dilepton channel
of the tt¯ events offers a clean final state, but there are two potential challenges: performing the
kinematic reconstruction of the full event in the presence of two neutrinos and the ambiguity in
the b and b¯ jets assignment.
In this work, we have developed two methods for the analytical reconstruction of the tt¯ pair
in the dilepton channel. Since the only unknowns are the three-momenta of the two neutrinos
and energy-momentum conservation in the event provides four equations, two more inputs are
needed for the reconstruction. In the first approach (Method I), we assumed that the W±
bosons mediating the decay are on-shell and their masses are fixed to the pole value, and derived
a simple and compact analytical expression to perform the reconstruction. As a consequence, the
reconstruction algorithm is fast and easy to implement. This method provides a highly accurate
reconstruction of both the neutrino and top quark four-momenta, with relative errors of less
than 5% for 62% and 80% of the events, respectively.
In the second approach (Method II), we have improved our results calculating the optimal
values of the W± masses to perform the reconstruction. That is, we took the mW± values that
maximise the probability of measuring the observed set of four-momenta: (Pl, Pl¯, Pj1 , Pj2). The
results obtained using Method II are extremely precise, at the cost of longer computational
times. In particular, we were able to reconstruct the neutrino and top quark four-momenta with
a relative error of less than 5% for 80% and 95% of the events, respectively, and with an error
of less than 1% for 38% and 74% of the events.
Finally, we have studied how this technique could be applied to study the polarization of the
W boson and the Wtb vertex. Using our reconstruction method, the helicity fractions of the
W boson can be calculated with a precision of less than 1%. Compared with previous studies
in the literature, we conclude that the algorithms described here are not only fast and easy to
implement, but also lead to a better performance.
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